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Now add the fact that you are in your twenties, a time of great pressure, stress and perforGender, it has been argued, is a social construct; meaning it’s what the society has taught us and not
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is susceptible to this experience at certain ages and times in life.
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imposed on them when they are developing both physically and emotionally.
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Can you imagine what this feels like while so much is going on in puberty and adolescence?
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I would ask you as adults to also look at your beliefs and practices to see if you have internalized these sexist constructs. If you
have then try to fight against them and try some new behaviors that you felt were “ not allowed.”
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psychiatry at Harvard Medical school has treated past cult members. He found that many
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Selfies, Facebook posts, Instagram, the newest and
best sneakers, pictures of horrific events with a smile,
who is happiest, who has the most, who looks the
best. These current social practices make us overly
involved in ourselves. This over involvement can be
a form of narcissist or self absorbed behavior.

You need to define who you are and what is acceptable
or not. Just doing what others do does not help you
think for yourself.

While going through psychotherapy it is important
to look inward and outward. Your therapist may ask
you to look not only at how you have been treated
but how you treat others. Considering others feelings
is a sign of emotional maturity. Striking the balance
of the two is the goal.

Take a moment and evaluate your posts, your pictures,
your tweets and ask yourself if you feel good about it.
Are your posts a real reflection of who you are or how
you really feel about yourself and your life and even
your partner? Is it a lie or the truth? Are you looking
happy but are you really sad? What would it mean
to you to stop the pictures, the posts, the illusions ?
Are you addicted to social media? What could you be
doing instead?

Thinking and being there for others should not be
sacrificial. You are not narcissist if you take care
of yourself and get your needs met. The narcissism
occurs when you focus so much on yourself that
you hurt and/ or neglect others and worse don’t even
know others are present around you.

Another aspect of recovery is about helping others.
Many studies have proven that helping others
helps the giver feel good. There are many groups,
organizations and communities that need your help.
Consider doing what you can. This can help take the
focus off of you and put it onto another.

One day there was a horrible accident on the streets
of New York City. Right after the accident people
passing by took a selfie with the accident in the
background. After being disgraced on Twitter they
later apologized but the fact that at the moment they
took the picture they were more concerned with their
selfie then the victims of the accident is an example
of this social narcissism.

Instead of the SELFIE and all these self absorbed
practices becoming the norm in our society consider
the ELFIE and give the gift of your time and your
heart and soul as we approach the holidays and
always.

Recovery
Recovery from this is about resisting the impulse
to do what others are doing that is “in.” By not
having to be “trendy” you can then evaluate whether
or not you agree with the social practice. Thinking
for yourself is the key. Ask yourself what are the
motives to your constant picture posting. Is it about
being better then others? Is it about being liked? If it
is then you are reinforcing a negative not a positive
view of yourself.

